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Hungarian 
Hungarian is spoken by 14-15 million people worldwide. A unique lan-
guage, completely unrelated to the languages of its neighboring countries, 
it boasts a grammar full of complex features and a vocabulary deriving 
largely from a Uralic stock. 
The book covers the phonological inflectional and derivational morpho-
logy, syntax, and fundamental lexicon of Hungarian. It gives a detailed 
summary of both the sound systems and rich case systems of Hungarian 
and illustrates their various uses. It summarizes the main processes of 
word formation and gives a detailed account of the sentence structure 
and the ways of combining words into sentences. It also lists the basic 
vocabulary of Hungarian. 
Hungarian addresses current issues in the description of languages and 
applies up-to-date research techniques to Hungarian. This is the first 
comprehensive descriptive grammar of the Hungarian language available 
in English, and will appeal to both the professional linguist and advanced 
learner of Hungarian alike. 
István Kenesei is editor of the series Approaches to Hungarian and 
Professor of Linguistics at József Attila University, Hungary. Robert 
M. Vago is Professor of Linguistics and Chair of the Department of 
Linguistics at Queens College of the City University of New York. 
Previous publications include The Sound Pattern of Hungarian (1980). Anna 
Fenyvesi is a doctoral candidate at the University of Pittsburgh; she is 
currently teaching at József Attila University, Hungary. 
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Editorial statement 
Until quite recently, work on theoretical linguistics and work on language 
description proceeded almost entirely in isolation from one another. Work 
on theoretical linguistics, especially in syntax, concentrated primarily on 
English, and its results were felt to be inapplicable to those interested in 
describing other languages. Work on describing individual languages 
was almost deliberately isolationist, with the development of a different 
framework and terminology for each language or language group, and 
no feeding of the achievements of language description into linguistic 
theory. Within the last few years, however, a major rapprochement has 
taken place between theoretical and descriptive linguistics. In particular, 
the rise of language typology and the study of language universals have 
produced a large number of theoreticians who require accurate, well-
formulated descriptive data from a wide range of languages, and have 
shown descriptive linguists that they can both derive benefit from and 
contribute to the development of linguistic theory. Even within genera-
tive syntax, long the bastion of linguistic anglocentrism, there is an 
increased interest in the relation between syntactic theory and a wide 
range of language types. 
For a really fruitful interaction between theoretical and descriptive lin-
guistics, it is essential that descriptions of different languages should be 
comparable. The Questionnaire of the present series (originally published 
as Lingua, vol. 42 (1977), no. 1) provides a framework for the description 
of a language that is (a) sufficiently comprehensive to cover the major 
structures of any language that are likely to be of theoretical interest; 
(b) sufficiently explicit to make cross-language comparisons a feasible 
undertaking (in particular, through the detailed numbering key); and 
(c) sufficiently flexible to encompass the range of variety that is found in 
human language. The volumes that were published in the predecessor to 
the present series, the Lingua Descriptive Studies (now available from 
Routledge), succeeded in bridging the gap between theory and descrip-
tion: authors include both theoreticians who are also interested in 
description and field-workers with an interest in theory. 
iv Editorial statement 
The aim of the Descriptive Grammars is thus to provide descriptions of 
a wide range of languages according to the format set out in the Question-
naire. Each language will be covered in a single volume. The first priority 
of the series is grammars of languages for which detailed descriptions are 
not at present available. However, the series will also encompass descrip-
tions of better-known languages with the series framework providing 
more detailed descriptions of such languages than are currently available 
(as with the monographs on West Greenlandic and Kannada). 
Bernard Comrie 
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Symbols and Abbreviations 
CASES (abbreviated by first few letters capitalized): 
Case Marker English equivalent 
ABLative -tól/tól from 
ACCusative -t (object) 
ADEssive -nál/nél at 
ALLative -hoz/hez/höz to 
CAUsalis -ért for 
DATive -nak/nek to, for 
DELative -ról/ról off, about 
ELAtive -ból/ból out of 
ESSive -ul/ül as 
(essive-)FORmal -(ként), -képpen as 
ILLative -ba/be into 
INEssive -ban/ben in 
INStrumental -val/vel with 
NOMinative ø (subject) 
SUBlative -ra/re onto 
SUPeressive - o n / e n / ö n / n on 
TERminative 
-ig up to, until 
TRAnslative -vá/vé (change) into 
OTHER ABBREVIATIONS 
*A A is ungrammatical or ?A A has questionable 
unacceptable acceptability 
*(A)B *B, AB is grammatical 1PL first person plural 
(*A)B *AB, B is grammatical 1SG first person singular 
A(/)B either A or B or both are 2OBJ verbal suffix expressing 
grammatical a second person object 
%A A is grammatical for one 2PL second person plural 
dialect/sociolect/class 2SG second person singular 
of speakers 3PL third person plural 
xxviii Symbols and Abbreviations 
3SG third person singular FPRT future participle 
ABL ablative case FREQ frequentative 
ACC accusative case derivational affix 
ADE adessive case FUT future 
ADJDER suffix deriving an HABIT auxiliary expressing 
adjective present habitual action 
ADV adverbial derivational ILL illative case 
suffix (= '-ly') IMP imperative mood 
AFX (unspecified INDEF indefinite object 
derivational) affix conjugation 
ALL allative case INE inessive case 
APRT active (present) INF infinitival suffix 
participle INS instrumental case 
ATTR -i (attributive suffix on ITE iterative case 
postpositions, time ITER suffix deriving iterative 
adverbials, and verb 
placenames) LOC locative case 
CAU causal-final case MOD modal case 
CAUS causative derivational MOE modal-essive case 
affix MUL multiplicative case 
CL clitic NML nominalizer 
CMP comparative suffix (derivational) affix 
COL suffix marking collective NP noun phrase 
plural NPI negative polarity item 
COM comitative case ORD suffix deriving an 
CON conditional mood ordinal numeral 
COND conditional auxiliary PAST past tense suffix 
DAT dative case PCVB perfective converb 
DEF definite object (adverbial participle) 
conjugation PERM auxiliary expressing 
DEL delative case permission 
DIM diminutive suffix PFX preverbal prefix 
DIS distributive case PL plural (suffix) 
DUR suffix deriving a POS nominal possessive 
durative verb suffix 
ELA elative case POSS possessive suffix 
EMPH emphasis marker POT suffix expressing 
EMS emphatic superlative potentiality 
prefix POTEN auxiliary expressing 
ENPI existential negative potentiality 
polarity item (= ca. PPRT passive (past) participle 
anything) PRIV privative suffix 
ESS essive case PROHIB auxiliary expressing 
FOR (essive-)formal case prohibition 
Symbols and Abbreviations xxix 
PRT particle TEM temporal case 
Q yes-no question clitic TER terminative case 
REFL reflexivizing TRA translative case 
derivational affix UNIQ unique identification 
REL relative pronoun suffix 
SCVB simple / simultaneous UNPI universal negative 
converb (adverbial polarity item (= ca. 
participle) "nothing") 
SEM suffix deriving UQ universal quantifier 
semelfactive verb VBL verbalizer (derivational) 
SG singular affix 
SPR leg-, superlative prefix VRB verbal derivational affix 
SUB sublative case v.i. intransitive verb 
SUBJ subjunctive v.t. transitive verb 
SUP superessive case 
Orthographic and Phonemic 
Correspondences 
VOWELS 
Orthographic Phonemic (see section 3.1.2.2) 
a / o / 
a / a : / 
e / ε / 
é / e : / 
i / i / 
1 / i : / 
o /o/ 
6 / o : / 
ö / ø / 
ó / ø : / 
u / u / 
ú /u : / 
ü / y / 
ú /y: / 
CONSONANTS 
Orthographic Phonemic (see section 3.1.2.1) 
Short Geminate 
b bb / b / 
c cc / t∫/ 
cs CCS /č/ 
d dd /d/ 
dz ddz /d3/ 
dzs — /Ĵ/ 
f ff /f/ 
g gg /g/ 
gy ggy / / 
h hh /h/ 
Orthographic and Phonemic Correspondences xxxi 
Orthographic Phonemic (see section 3.1.2.1) 
Short Geminate 
j jj /j/ 
k kk /k/ 
1 11 /l/ 
ly lly / j / 
m mm / m / 
n nn / n / 
ny nny / ñ / 
p pp / p / 
q — / k / (in foreign words only) 
r rr /r/ 
s ss /š/ 
sz ssz /s/ 
t tt /t/ 
ty tty /c/ 
V vv /v/ 
w — /v/ (in foreign words only) 
X — /l3/ (in foreign words only) 
y — /j/ (in foreign words only) 
z zz /z/ 
zs zzs /ž/ 
Introduction 
Hungarian is a Finno-Ugric language spoken mostly in and around Hun-
gary by about 14-15 million people. Since the Magyar tribes came to 
occupy the Carpathian basin in the ninth century, the language has been 
present in this geographical area. It is the official language of the Republic 
of Hungary (population 10.1 million), and is used by minority speakers 
mostly in the Transylvanian region, but also in the lowlands as well as in 
the Moldavian region in Romania (ca. 1.6 million), along the southern 
borders of Slovakia (ca. 600,000), in the northern Vojvodina province of 
Yugoslavia (ca. 400,000), in the Transcarpathian region of Ukraine (ca. 
160,000), in Croatia (ca. 30,000), in Slovenia (ca. 10,000), and the eastern 
province of Burgenland in Austria (ca. 35,000). In addition, there are 
immigrant communities in the western hemisphere (ca. 1 million), partly 
as a result of large-scale emigration - around the turn of the century to the 
United States, and during and after World War II, as well as after the 1956 
revolution - to the USA, Canada, Australia, to Israel (ca. 200,000), and to 
several countries in Western Europe (ca. 250,000). 
Hungarian is a remarkably uniform language as far as its dialects are 
concerned: there are practically no dialects that are not mutually intelli-
gible to any of the others, although differences in pronunciation, mor-
phology, vocabulary, and even syntax are sometimes remarkable. The 
main dialects are (from east to west): the Csángó (in eastern Romania), the 
Sicule (or székely in Transylvania), the Lowlands (mezóségi in north-
western Romania), the North-Eastern, the Tisza (around Szeged), the 
Northern (in and just south of Eastern Slovakia), the Southern (in 
southern Transdanubia), the Transdanubian, and the Western (along the 
border with Austria). 
The first charters written in part in Hungarian came down from the 
mid-eleventh century, while the first text, the "Sermon over the 
Sepulchre", dates from 1211. Grammars were written as early as the 
seventeenth century and, following the foundation of the Academy of 
Sciences in 1828, historical and later descriptive studies of the language 
were published in large numbers. Linguists like Johannis Sajnovics, 
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who discovered the relationship between Finno-Ugric languages before 
Sir William Jones's famous lecture on Sanskrit; Antal Reguly, Bernát 
Munkácsy, Joseph Budenz, who carried out research into the historical 
origins of the language; and Sámuel Brassai, János Fogarasi, József 
Szinnyei and Zsigmond Simonyi, whose work included extensive gram-
mars and studies of the nature of the grammatical system of Hungarian. 
In this grammar, much in accordance with others in this series, no com-
parisons with other languages are made, for example, to show whether 
they do or do not have the property or structure in question. All examples 
are given according to current orthography, except for forms where the 
affixes are connected with a hyphen. The phonetic values of the letters 
and letter combinations are given in the front material. 
We have tried to represent what is best termed as "Standard Literary 
Hungarian'', although we did not hesitate to include the usage of "Edu-
cated Colloquial Hungarian", mainly the language spoken in Budapest, 
the capital of the country, with about two million inhabitants. While we 
hope to have managed to steer clear of prescriptive issues, some have had 
to be tackled, especially if we judged the form in question to be grammati-
cal, i.e., possible and actually used by speakers, but indeed nonstandard, 
as against one that was of questionable acceptability or used only in some 
dialect. Mention has also been made of forms no longer (widely) used, but 
understood by all speakers. 
Since Hungarian is a language making extensive use of a syntactic posi-
tion reserved for contrastive focus, whenever such a construction is rele-
vant, the focussed item is highlighted by bold type. In addition, since the 
distinction between definite and indefinite objective conjugation is again 
relevant, the inflection is glossed as "DEF" whenever the verb is in defi-
nite conjugation. If the verb is in the indefinite conjugation, its inflection is 
glossed as "INDEF", or is sometimes not glossed - in the latter cases it 
should be understood to be in the indefinite conjugation by default. 
No extensive references are given. Only major works or works used as 
sources are mentioned, since it would be impossible to do full justice 
to the entire literature on the grammar, vocabulary and phonology of 
Hungarian. 
The individual chapters were written by the following authors: the 
chapters on syntax, ideophones and interjections, and the lexicon by 
István Kenesei (plus the section on derivational morphology); the chapter 
on phonology by Robert M. Vago; and the section on inflectional mor-
phology by Anna Fenyvesi. 
Finally, we wish to express our thanks and gratitude to all those who 
have helped us bring the work to this stage: to András Komlosy and 
Ádám Nádasdy, who read a previous version of the syntax chapter and 
the derivational morphology section thoroughly, helped eradicate a 
number of errors of judgment and description, called attention to possible 
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alternatives and contributed their fine sense of descriptive analysis to 
improve the manuscript; to Tibor Laczkó for reading the section on deriva-
tional morphology; to Peter Siptár, whose valuable comments have 
improved the chapter on phonology; to Sarah G. Thomason, Robert 
Hetzron, and Miklós Kontra for their detailed comments on the inflec-
tional morphology section, and to the Department of Linguistics, 
University of Pittsburgh, for its assistance and support of Anna Fenyvesi's 
work. We are also indebted to Bernard Comrie, who gave expert advice 
on questions of language, formulation, and analysis with a thorough 
understanding of issues characteristic of Hungarian. 
Chapter 1 
Syntax 
1.1. GENERAL QUESTIONS 
1.1.1. Sentence-types 
1.1.1.1. Direct and quoted speech 
There is no difference between direct and quoted speech; no quotative 
mood exists in the language, and, except for the somewhat archaic or 
literary úgymond 'thus speaks', there is no marker of quoted statements. 
(1) Peter, úgymond, beteg volt. 
Peter thus-speaks sick was 
'It is said that Peter was sick.' 
Moreover, except for the predictable changes in reference, there are no 
structural differences between direct and indirect speech as regards word 
order, modality or tense, as will be seen in 1.1.2.2-5 below. 
1.1.1.2. Interrogative sentences 
The two main question-types, question-word and yes-no questions, are 
differentiated by intonation, word-order, and the specific interrogative 
elements (question-word versus clitic) used, each discussed in turn below. 
1.1.1.2.1. Yes-no questions 
Yes-no questions have a characteristic rising-falling, i.e., low-high-low, 
intonation pattern, within which the first syllable of the question is low, 
the penultimate is the last one bearing high, and the last syllable of the 
question is low - if it has at least three syllables. If the question does not 
consist of more than two syllables, the final low may be omitted. For 
more, see 3.3.4.1 and Varga (1994). 
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1.1.1.2.1.1. Neutral The order of constituents in a neutral yes-no ques-
tion does not differ from that seen in noninterrogatives, and it is a possible 
strategy - in fact, the most frequent strategy - to ask yes-no questions 
purely by changing the intonation in the manner described above. 
(2) a. Péter beteg volt. 
Peter sick was 
'Peter was sick.' 
b. Péter beteg volt? 
'Was Peter sick?' 
In main clause yes-no questions it is possible to apply the clitic -e (marked 
by "Q" below), which is attached to the finite verb in Standard Literary 
Hungarian. The intonation is falling, i.e., the same as in declarative sen-
tences. The meaning is not quite the same as in the simple intonational 
question, which qualifies as a common inquiry; the -e clitic in main clause 
questions presupposes some common ground or appears as drawing and 
ascertaining some inference. (The hyphen between the clitic and the verb 
is required by the rules of Hungarian orthography. Note that in general 
only the definite conjugation is glossed, the indefinite conjugation being 
the null case in most instances.) 
(3) a. Peter beteg volt-e? 
Peter sick was-Q 
'Was Peter (indeed) sick?' 
b. Anna Szeged-en dolgoz-ik-e? 
Anna Szeged-SUP work-3SG-Q 
'Does Anna (really) work in Szeged?' 
Adjunction of the clitic to the negation word or the preverbal prefix (= 
PFX) immediately in front of the finite verb is widespread, though ostra-
cized by purists. In both pairs of examples below, the standard forms are 
given under (a), then the nonstandard ones under (b), marked by the "%" 
sign. 
(4) a. Péter nem volt-e beteg? 
Peter not was-Q sick. 
b. %Péter nem-e volt beteg? 
'Wasn't Peter sick?' 
(5) a. Anna meg-talál-t-a-e a válasz-t? 
Anna PFX-find-PAST-3SG.DEF-Q the answer-ACC 
b. %Anna meg-e találta a választ? 
'Has Anna found the answer?' 
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The interrogative expletive vajon can occur optionally in both yes-no and 
question-word questions, with the slight meaning change that, if 
unaccompanied by the -e clitic, it carries less the meaning of an inquiry to 
another interlocutor than a question addressed to oneself. The presence of 
vajon does not change the intonation of the sentence determined by 
independent factors: falling in question-word questions and in yes-no 
questions containing -e, rising-falling in all other yes-no questions. 
(6) a. Vajon Anna megtalálta(-e) a választ? 
b. Anna vajon megtalálta(-e) a választ? 
c. Anna megtalálta(-e) vajon a választ? 
d. Anna megtalálta(-e) a választ vajon? 
'Has Anna found the answer?' 
1.1.1.2.1.2. Leading Leading questions have no special structural char-
acteristics; they contain the 'tag' ugye related to a combination of an 
adverbial and the question clitic: úgy-e? 'is it so?', originally appended to 
the end of a statement to elicit agreement. In current Hungarian, however, 
it can occur in any position in the sentence, whether it is positive or 
negative. Note that the question clitic cannot be used concurrently with 
ugye. 
(7) a. Ugye Anna meg-találta a választ? 
TAG Anna PFX-found.DEF the answer.ACC 
b. Anna ugye megtalálta a választ? 
c. Anna megtalálta ugye a választ? 
d. Anna megtalálta a választ, ugye? 
'Anna has found the answer, hasn't she?' 
(8) a. Ugye Anna nem találta meg a választ? 
TAG Anna not found.DEF PFX the answer.ACC 
b. Anna nem tálalta meg a választ, ugye? 
'Anna hasn't found the answer, has she?' 
As indicated by the difference in punctuation, it is in the last example that 
the tag ugye indeed behaves as a tag: the statement has its characteristic 
falling intonation, while the tag has rise or rise-fall as in yes-no questions. 
In all the other examples, which have a regular yes-no question in-
tonation, it is more like the optional question-word vajon 'whether' 
introduced in the previous section, although vajon is not used to induce 
agreement on the part of the listener. 
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In other strategies the sentence-final ugye can be replaced by nem? '(is it) 
not', igaz '(is it) true?', nem igaz? '(is it) not true?', or other expressions to 
the same effect. 
1.1.1.2.1.3. Alternative The most common form of alternative questions 
consists of a positive first clause (with or without the question clitic), the 
conjunction vagy 'or' and what is an elliptic second clause: the negation 
word nem 'not' or, less frequently, sem 'neither'. It is always possible to use 
the more complete, nonelliptic version, which includes the finite verb 
(and/or whatever is focussed, see example (b); for more on focus, see 
1.11). Note that while the question clitic is possible in the elliptic version, 
it is generally not acceptable in the full alternative question. 
(9) a. Anna meg-találta(-e) a választ vagy nem? 
Anna PFX-found-DEF-Q the answer or not 
'Did Anna find the answer or not?' 
b. Peter beteg volt(-e) vagy sem? 
Peter sick was-Q or not 
'Was Peter sick or not?' 
(10) a. Anna meg-találta (?*-e) a választ vagy nem találta meg? 
'Did Anna find the answer or did she not find it?' 
b. Péter beteg volt vagy nem volt *(beteg)? 
'Was Peter sick or was he not sick?' 
Whereas it is, in principle, not unacceptable to repeat all the constituents 
of the first clause in the second one, it sounds unusually verbose and 
unnecessarily tautological. Note that the intonation of the alternative 
questions shows a rise (characteristic of "comma" intonation) over the 
first clause and a fall over the second one, thus demonstrating the cor-
respondence between alternative questions and simple yes-no questions, 
whose identical intonation pattern is "compressed", as it were, over a 
single clause. Although a gradual descent is also viable, it is impossible to 
have a rise-fall pattern within the first clause of an alternative question. 
Positive alternatives are also possible in this type of question. 
(11) a. Péter beteg volt vagy egészséges? 
Peter sick was or healthy 
'Was Peter sick or healthy?' 
b. Anna megtalálta a választ vagy meg-buk-ott? 
Anna PFX.found.DEF the answer.ACC or PFX-flunk-PAST 
'Did Anna find the answer or did she flunk?' 
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1.1.1.2.2. Question-word questions 
By way of introduction, the most conspicuous property of this question-
type is the movement of (the phrase containing) the question-word into a 
position immediately in front of the finite verb (though not necessarily 
into a clause-initial position) in both main and dependent clauses. The 
issue will be discussed in more detail in 1.1.1.2.2.2. They are also set apart 
from yes-no and echo-questions by a falling intonation pattern. Although 
vajon 'whether' can be freely used, the clitic -e is not allowed. (But recall 
1.1.1.2.1.1 for the gloss on vajon.) 
(12) Anna (vajon) mit talált(*-e) meg? 
Anna whether what.ACC found-Q PFX 
'What did Anna find?' 
1.1.1.2.2.1. Elements questioned 
1.1.1.2.2.1.1. Constituents of the main clause Any case-marked constituent 
of the main clause can be questioned since the case paradigm is generally 
available to the question-words. 
(13) Ki/ki-nek/mi-ben/mi-hez/mi-vel . . . találta 
who/who-DAT/what-INE/what-ADE/what-INSfound.DEF 
meg a választ? 
PFX the answer.ACC 
'Who/For whom/In what/For what/With what . . . (did she) 
find/found the answer?' 
NPs in semantically more restricted cases, however, cannot be questioned, 
just like certain postpositional phrases to be seen below. That includes 
standards of comparisons introduced by the complementizer-like mint 
'as, than'. But since there is another comparative strategy available, 
which makes use of a case-marked NP, there is no "syntactic gap" at this 
point. 
(14) a. Anna gyerek-estül jött. 
Anna child-together.with came 
'Anna came with (her) child(ren).' 
b. Péter angol-ul beszélt. 
Peter English-in spoke 
'Peter spoke in English.' 
(15) a. *Anna ki/mi-stül jött? 
who/what 
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b. *Péter mi/milyen-ül beszélt? 
what/what.like 
(16) a. Péter beteg-ebb volt mint Anna 
Peter sick-COMP was than Anna 
Teter was more sick than Anna.' 
b. *Péter mint ki volt betegebb? 
(17) a. Péter betegebb volt Anná-nál 
Anna-ADE 
'Peter was more sick than Anna.' 
b. Péter ki-nél volt betegebb? 
'Who was Peter more sick than?' 
Other constituents of the main clause, traditionally classified as 
adverbials, can also be questioned by means of an array of question-
words, such as hol 'where', honnan 'where from', hová 'where to', hogyan 
'how', miért 'why', hányszor 'how many times', etc. For more on interroga-
tive pronouns, see 2.1.2.6. 
Finally, the (agentive) predicate can be questioned by the predictable 
construction mit csinál? 'what do.3SG? = what is s /he doing?' 
1.1.1.2.2.1.2. Constituents of the subordinate clause Question-words in 
finite argument clauses of the class of verbs that allow the constituents of 
their complement clauses to move into the main clause (i.e., 'bridge verbs') 
can be raised into the main clause. Since the order of constituents is rela-
tively free, there is no difference between the availability of constituents 
for questions. Note, however, that raised question-words for embedded 
subjects undergo a "case change" from nominative to accusative. 
(18) a. Mikor-ra akar-od, hogy Anna meg-talál-j-a a 
when-SUB want-DEF.2SG that Anna PFX-find-SUBJ-DEF the 
választ? 
answer.ACC 
'(By) when do you want Anna to find the answer?' 
b. Péter mit akar, hogy Anna meg-talál-j-on? 
Peter what.ACC want.3SG that Anna PFX-find.-SUBJ-3SG 
'What does Peter want Anna to find?' 
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c. Péter ki-t akar, hogy elsó-nek ér-j-en 
Peter who-ACC want.3SG that first-DAT reach-SUBJ-3SG 
ide? 
here 
'Who does Peter want to arrive here first?' 
Infinitival clauses allow any of their constituents to be questioned, since 
their constituents can in most cases be freely dispersed in main clauses. 
The question-words are again placed in front of the inflected verb in the 
main clause. 
(19) Ki/ki-nek/mi-ben/mi-hez/mi-vel/hol/hogyan . . . 
who/who-DAT/what-INE/what-ADE/what-INS/where/how 
akar-t-a meg-talál-ni a választ? 
want-PAST-DEF.3SG PFX-find-INF the answer 
'Who/For whom/In what/For what/With what /Where / 
H o w / . . . (did she) want(ed) to find the answer?' 
1.1.1.2.2.1.3. Constituents of the noun phrase Various constituents in noun 
phrases can be questioned by (i) moving the entire noun phrase in front 
of the finite verb, a case of pied-piping. 
(20) a. Milyen/Hány választ talált meg Anna? 
what/how.many answer.ACC found PFX Anna 
'What/How many answer(s) did Anna find?' 
b. A [ki által adott] választ találta meg Anna? 
the who by given answer.ACC found.DEF PFX Anna 
'The answer given by whom did Anna find?' = ca. 'Whose 
answer did Anna find?' 
c. [Ki által adott] válaszokat talált Anna? 
who by given answers.ACC found Anna 
'Answers given by whom did Anna find?' = ca. 'What answers 
did Anna find?' [Reply with respect to names of persons that 
gave the answers in question.] 
Note that (20c) is perfectly acceptable in Hungarian as a "plain" question-
word question, although its English gloss is downright ungrammatical. 
The "questionable" constituents of NPs include demonstrative, 
numeral, and various adjectival phrases with a wide range of semantic 
options referring to size, quality, etc. (cf. 1.2.5.2). 
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(21) Melyik/Milyen/Mennyi/Mekkora/Milyen jó . . . választ 
which/what/how.many/how.big/how good answer 
talált(a) Anna? 
found(DEF) Anna 
'Which/What/How many/How big/How good . . . answer(s) 
did Anna find?' 
(ii) Question-words in the possessor position in NPs can move (a) the 
entire NP into preverbal position, (b) or move out of the possessive NP 
into the preverbal position, leaving the rest of the NP behind. Note that 
possessed nominals can also be questioned, whether (c) as a whole or (d) 
some parts thereof. (For more on possessive NPs, see below in 1.10.) 
(22) a. [Ki-nek a kulcs-á-t] találta meg Anna? 
who-DAT the key-POSS.3SG-ACC found.DEF PFX Anna 
'Whose key did Anna find?' 
b. [Ki-nek] találta meg Anna [a kulcs-á-t] 
'Whose key did Anna find?' 
c. Anná-nak mi-jé-t találta meg Péter? 
Anna-DAT what-POSS.3SG-ACC found.DEF PFX Peter 
'What of Anna's (= What that belongs to Anna) did Peter find?' 
d. Anná-nak melyik kulcs-á-t találta meg Péter? 
Anna-DAT which key-POSS.3SG-ACC found.DEF PFX Peter 
'Which key of Anna's did Peter find?' 
1.1.1.2.2.1.4. Constituents of the postpositional phrase Postpositional 
phrases all contain NPs, and all that was said in the previous section on 
NPs holds for these PPs as well. PPs have two subtypes: one that assigns 
(oblique) case to its NP, the other that does not; both allow pied-piping, 
however - at least in some dialects. Some speakers accept the latter type 
when separated only if the meaning is metaphorical (see (23d) below). In 
this case the construction becomes similar to a possessive noun phrase in 
that the dative-marked object of postposition is related to the possessive-
marked postposition left behind. 
(23) a. [Melyik fiú-val együtt] jött Anna? 
which boy-INS together came Anna 
'With which boy did Anna come?' 
b. %[Melyik fiú-val] jött együtt Anna? 
c. [Mekkora flú mögött] áll Anna? 
what.size boy behind stands Anna 
'Behind a boy of what size is Anna standing?' 
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d. [Mekkora fiú-nak] áll Anna mögött-e? 
what.size boy-DAT stands Anna behind-POSS 
'Who is Anna standing behind (= support)?' 
Some semantically restricted postpositional phrases, just like their case-
marked counterparts, cannot be questioned. 
(24) a. Peter elnök gyanánt viselkedett. 
Peter chairman like behaved 
'Peter behaved like a chairman.' 
b. *Péter mi gyanánt viselkedett? 
what like 
1.1.1.2.2.1.5. Constituents of coordinate structures Constituents of 
coordinate structures cannot be questioned in genuine questions, in 
distinction to echo-questions, which allow one of their elements to be a 
question-word (see below). 
1.1.1.2.2.1.6. Multiple question-words Multiple question-words are 
possible in Hungarian in three arrangements. 
(i) They can all be lined up in front of the finite verb with no restriction 
on their relative order as to grammatical functions, but there is a prefer-
ence for more specific question-words to be placed in front of less specific 
ones. Note that the series of question-words (or phrases containing them) 
cannot be interrupted by a phrase not containing one. 
(25) a. Ki mi-t hoi talált meg? 
who what-ACC where found PFX 
'Who found what where?' 
b. (?) Mit hoi ki talált meg? 
c. *Hol Anna mit talált meg? 
(ii) If the frame of reference of the multiple question is not unlimited, 
but is some specific domain - such as the events within a movie or a novel -
it is possible for only one of the question-words to be placed preverbally 
with the rest of them left in postverbal positions. There is also a difference 
of interpretation accompanying the structural difference. In the standard 
case the pairs (or n-tuples) of individuals satisfying the variables in the 
question-words are, in some sense, unrestricted; in the case where only 
one of the question-words moves, the question concerns a specific pair (or 
n-tuple) of individuals that constitute the satisfactory answer (cf. É. Kiss 
1994). 
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(26) a. A mesében ki ki-t talált meg? 
the story-INE who who-ACC found PFX 
b. A mesében ki talált meg ki-t? 
'Who found who in the story?' 
(iii) The somewhat uninteresting type of multiple question in which the 
question-words are in a coordinate construction is also possible. In this 
case the answer is expected to be similarly coordinated and not a list of 
paired items. Note that the conjoined second question-word can also be 
placed clause-finally. 
(27) a. A: Ki és hoi találta meg a választ? 
who and where found.DEF PFX the answer 
b. A: Ki találta meg a választ és hoi? 
'Who found the answer and where?' 
c. B: Péter és egy könyv-ben (találta meg a választ). 
Peter and a book-INE 
'Peter found it and (he found it) in a book.' 
1.1.1.2.2.2. The position of question-words Question-words (or the 
phrases containing them) must be placed immediately to the left of the 
finite verb, a position generally identified with focus. Characteristically, 
preverbal question-words, in effect, remove verbal prefixes from the usual 
place they occupy in neutral sentences. The only exception to the 
adjacency of the question-word and the inflected verb is when the verb is 
negated, in which case the negation word is interpolated between the 
question-word (and, in general, the usual focus site) and the finite verb. 
(For more on focus, see 1.11.) 
(28) a. Hol talál-t-a meg Anna a választ? 
where found-PAST-DEF.3SG PFX Anna the answer.ACC 
'Where did Anna find the answer?' 
b. *Hol meg-találta Anna a választ? 
c. Ki nem találta meg a választ? 
who not 
'Who did not find the answer?' 
In infinitival clauses, however, the cooccurrence of what is formally a 
question-word and the prefix in front of the verb is not ruled ungrammati-
cal, but the resulting meaning is not one of a subordinate question but that 
of a negative clause. The backshifted prefix, on the other hand, preserves 
the interrogative sense, though the construction does not appear to be 
productive. 
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(29) a. Nem tud-om [hoi el-rejte-ni a választ] 
not know-DEF.lSG where PFX-hide-INF the answer.ACC 
'I can't hide the answer anywhere.' 
b. Nem tudom [hoi talál-ni meg a választ] 
'I don't know where to find the answer.' 
As was illustrated above, the preverbal position of question-words is not 
necessarily an initial one. Since, except for the question-word-finite verb 
adjacency requirement, the order of constituents is free, any (or all) other 
elements can be placed preverbally or postverbally, all other things being 
equal, without any relevant meaning difference. 
(30) a. Tegnap Anna a kulcsot hol találta meg? 
yesterday Anna the key.ACC where found.DEF PFX 
'Where did Anna find the key yesterday?' 
b. Hoi találta meg tegnap a kulcsot Anna? 
'Where did Anna find the key yesterday?' 
The only additional ordering requirement this question-type has to 
observe consists in the prohibition against preposing any quantifiers in 
front of (the phrase containing) the question-word. Note that senki is a so-
called negative polarity item, which requires clausemate negation of the 
predicate, indicated by the negative in parentheses below. 
(31) a. *Mindenki/Senki/Sok ember mit (nem) talált? 
everyone/no one/many people what.ACC not found 
b. Mit talált mindenki/sok ember? 
'What did everyone/many people find?' 
c. Mit nem talált senki sem? 
'What did no one find?' 
1.1.1.2.3. Echo-questions 
All echo-questions, whether yes-no or question-word echo-questions, are 
characterized by a rise-fall, i.e., general yes-no question, intonation 
pattern - usually distributed onto each major constituent. 
1.1.1.2.3.1. Yes-no echo-questions Yes-no echo-questions have no 
special properties; they repeat all or part of the statement made by the 
speaker, including the focus if any, with the predictable changes in deixis. 
In echo-questions of neutral statements no adjunct may be included 
unless arguments are also present, as illustrated by the multiple paren-
theses below. Note that, although a different order of constituents is 
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possible in the statement, arguments still have priority of occurrence over 
adjuncts in the echo-question. 
(32) a. A: Megtaláltam a választ a kérdésére 
found.DEF.lSG the answer the his.question.SUB 
tegnap. 
yesterday 
'I found the answer to his question yesterday.' 
b. B: Megtaláltad (a választ (a kérdésére (tegnap)))? 
found.DEF.2SG 
'You found it?/You found the answer (to his question 
(yesterday))?' 
In echo-questions to focussed statements the focus has to be repeated. 
Only if it stands by itself can the focussed constituent have the question 
clitic attached to it. This last version can convey an indication of disbelief. 
(Focus here and throughout is marked by bold type.) 
(33) a. A: Tegnap találtam meg a választ a kérdésére. 
found.DEF.lSG PFX 
'I found the answer to his question yesterday.' 
b. B: Tegnap (találtad meg (a választ (a kérdésére)))? 
'(You found i t / the answer (to his question)) yesterday?' 
c. B: Tegnap-e (*találtad meg . . .)? 
'So it was yesterday, wasn't it?' 
1.1.1.2.3.2. Question-word echo-questions Question-word echo-
questions are like genuine question-word questions; that is, all question-
words have to be placed preverbally, except that their intonation is that of 
yes-no questions, and they can optionally be introduced by the general 
tensed subordinate complementizer hogy 'that'. 
(34) a. A: Anna megtalálta a választ. 
Anna PFX.found.DEF the answer.ACC 
'Anna found the answer.' 
b. B: (Hogy) Anna mit talált meg? 
that Anna what.ACC found PFX 
'Anna found what?' 
(35) a. A: Anna mikor találta meg a választ? 
when 
'When did Anna find the answer?' 
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b. B: (Hogy) Anna mit mikor talált meg? 
'When did Anna find what?' 
The optional focal stress on the question-words is represented by bold 
type in the above examples. 
Question-word echo-questions show a greater liberty in the range of 
questionable constituents embedded in NPs than genuine question-word 
questions. Note again that the only difference between an echo and a 
genuine question interpretation is in the intonation, though we will mark 
echo-questions also by highlighting the question-word in bold. 
(36) a. Echo 
Anna [a [hol olvasó] fiú-k-at] látta? 
Anna the where reading boy-PL-ACC saw.DEF.3SG 
'Anna saw the boys reading where?' 
b. Genuine 
*Anna [a hoi olvasó fiúkat] látta? 
This property of question-word echo-questions associates them closer 
with focussed structures than with genuine question-word questions, 
since the positions accessible for such echo-questions are all available to 
focussing too. Note that indefinite (or, more exactly, nonspecific) NPs 
allow genuine question-words in the same position ruled out in definite 
NPs. (Of course these questions can have echo-question readings as well. 
For answers, see below in 1.1.1.2.4.1.2.) 
(37) Genuine 
Anna [[hoi olvasó] fiú-k-at] látott? 
Anna where reading boy-PL-ACC saw.3SG 
'For what place x, did Anna see boys reading at x?' 
1.1.1.2.3.3. Yes-no question echo-questions Yes-no question echo-
questions repeat the speaker's question usually prefixed with the com-
plementizer hogy 'that' and using the obligatory question clitic -e. 
(38) a. A: Be-mész az iskolá-ba? 
PFX-go.2SG the school-ILL 
'Are you going in the school?' 
b. B: (Hogy) Be-megyek *(-e) az iskolá-ba? 
that PFX-go.lSG -Q the school-ILL 
'Am I going in the school?' 
1.1.1.2.3.4. Question-word question echo-questions Question-word 
question echo-questions again can make use of the complementizer hogy 
and they are also differentiated from their genuine question counterparts 
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by a rising-falling intonation pattern. Similarly to genuine question-word 
questions, the use of the clitic -e is prohibited here. 
(39) a. A: Hová mész? 
where go.2SG 
'Where are you going?' 
b. B: (Hogy) Hová megyek? 
that where go.lSG 
'Where am I going?' 
1.1.1.2.3.5. Restrictions on echo-questions Restrictions on echo-
questions are less extensive than those on genuine questions. It follows 
from the foregoing that all elements that can be questioned by genuine 
question-word questions can be subject to echo-questioning as well. No 
question-word can, however, remain inside tensed clauses, and when 
they cannot be extracted for independent reasons the structures are 
ungrammatical, whether they are genuine or echo-questions. (The extrac-
tion site is marked by t.) 
(40) a. Anna megtalálta [azt az embert [aki Pétert 
Anna PFX.found.DEF that the man.ACC who Peter.ACC 
latt-a]] 
saw-DEF.3SG 
'Anna has found the man who saw Peter.' 
b. *Anna kit talált meg [ azt az embert [aki t látott/látta]] 
who.ACC found PFX saw.INDEF/DEF 
'*Who did Anna find the man who saw?' 
c. *Anna [azt az embert [aki kit látott]] talált meg? 
'Anna has found the man who saw who?' 
Thus both the genuine and the echo-question are unacceptable if the 
question-word that has main clause scope is inside the relative, or for that 
matter, the complement clause. 
1.1.1.2.3.6. Multiple echo-questions Multiple echo-questions have the 
same form as question-word echo-questions discussed in 1.1.1.2.3.2, 
except that all question-words are equally stressed. The illustration below 
makes use of a focussed statement, which is a better basis for a multiple 
echo-question than a neutral one. The only difference between this one 
and a corresponding genuine multiple question lies in the intonation. 
(41) a. A: Anna a kulcsot tegnap találta meg 
Anna the key.ACC yesterday found.DEF PFX 
'Anna found the key yesterday.' 
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b. B: Ki mit mikor talált meg? 
who what.ACC when found PFX 
'Who found what when?' 
It is possible also in case of echo-questions to leave one or more question-
words in postverbal position(s). In this case the echo-question conveys a 
sense of disagreement or disbelief. Note that the rise-fall pattern distrib-
uted over the final two syllables above is compressed onto the single 
syllable of the accented question-word below. 
(42) a. A: Anna megtalálta Pétert. 
Anna PFX.found.DEF Peter.ACC 
'Anna found Peter.' 
b. B: (Hogy) ki talált meg kit? 
that who found PFX who.ACC 
'Who found who?7 
1.1.1.2.3.7. The behavior of different questioned elements Different 
questioned elements do not behave in a way distinct from genuine 
question-word questions, see 1.1.1.2.2.1. 
1.1.1.2.4. Answers 
1.1.1.2.4.1. Answers and speech acts Answers are not marked as dis-
tinct speech acts. 
1.1.1.2.4.1.1. Answers to yes-no questions Answers to yes-no questions 
can always be a simple igen 'yes' or nem 'no'. (See also below in 1.1.1.2.4.2.) 
In addition to these minimal answers, there are various options 
depending on the structure of the question. An answer may repeat (i) the 
focussed constituent if any, whether in its original form or as a coreferen-
tial pronominal. The minimal answers igen and nem are illustrated only in 
this subgroup, but they are possible alternatives all through. 
(43) a. A: Anna a kulcsot tálalta meg? 
Anna the key.ACC found.DEF PFX 
'Did Anna find the key?' 
b. B: A kulcsot. 
c. B: Azt. 
it.ACC 
'Yes, she did/found it.' 
